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Morningside, a Questel Company is a recognized leader in comprehensive language
solutions and eDiscovery services for the legal industry.

Use the QR Code to Visit our Website for information about eDiscovery Services

eDiscovery Services
Hosting, Review and Translation 

Ascent eDiscovery provides law firms and corporate legal departments with the hosted eDiscovery solutions and
hands-on support needed to tackle every aspect of the most complex document review projects. In addition to
managing everything from the processing of documents to the creation of productions, our eDiscovery experts
work with clients to define and implement document strategies that meet three goals:

Reduce Litigation Costs

Our innovative technologies, knowledgeable subject matter experts and best-in-class services can drastically reduce
expenses and streamline processes, improving the efficacy of your efforts -- in turn empowering your team to focus
on protecting your client's best interests.

Minimize the Review Burden | Improve Review Efficiency & Accuracy |

Processing
Ingest, normalize and index "raw" data
De-NIST data and remove system files
Extract text and metadata
OCR and image documents, create load files
Cull documents using search terms, date filters, file
types
De-duplicate documents on global or custodial levels
Generate search term hit reports

Early Case Assessment (ECA) & Active Learning (AL)

Creating, configuring, and populating ECA databases
Developing ECA queries, prioritizing review orders                         

AL to reduce and prioritize review order
       Promoting relevant documents to review databases

Hosted Document Review
View 1200+ document types in their "native" format
OCR and image documents on-the-fly
Customizable Coding Forms and Tag Palettes
Document relationships and email threads

Multilingual Translation & Review 
8,000+ certified translators, 200+1anguages
Human Translation and Machine Translation (MT)
Legal interpretation and transcription

Analytics & Reporting

Advanced, complex queries and visual searching
Email threading and document timelines
Document families, near-duplicates, and document
comparisons
Clustering and categorization

Productions Creation & Delivery
Format productions according to client specs
Generate images and/or image placeholders
Add pages numbers, bates labels, date stamps, and
redactions
Create load files, QC productions sets, and deliver
productions

Training & Support
No-charge basic & advanced training for end users and
admin
No-charge technical support during normal business
hours
Expert eDiscovery specialists manage the legal technology

Legal Translation Legal Interpretation

Document ReviewPatent Litigation
 Support   

Morningside Experience


